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Pueblo City School District in Colorado purchased the Sanako Study 1200 Language Learning software in
Spring 2009. The Study 1200 licenses allow any existing computer lab to be transformed into a full language
lab and the same computer classroom can function as both language lab and a general purpose computer lab
for all subjects.

Pueblo School District

SANAKO Study 1200

•

18,000 students enrolled district wide

•

Provides opportunities for oral practice for each student

•

Foreign Languages offered in 4 high schools, 1 magnet middle

•

Offers more teacher-student and student-student interaction

school and 1 magnet elementary school

•

Allows teachers to monitor student activity

Languages offered: French, Spanish, Italian and German

•

Improves efficiency - teachers can do more in less time

•

Students feel empowered

•

In the short time Pueblo has had the Study 1200, it has proven to be

The students particularly enjoy the pairing “chat room” feature where

a very successful teaching tool for their World Languages program.

they can “talk” with each other in the target language and benefit from

Altogether, four high schools, one “magnet” middle school, and one

the corrective interpolations of their instructor. The teachers and students

“magnet” elementary school are benefiting from the innovative Sanako

enjoy the variety of possible activities and the fact that different groups

system. The language departments in the four high schools (Centennial,

of students can be engaged in different activities. This feature allows the

Central, East, and South) are using the labs for teaching French, Spanish,

instructor to focus more on the students’ individual needs and interests.

Italian, and German. The middle school (Corwin International Magnet

The teacher can view individual students computer screens and can also

School) is using the lab for its French and Spanish program, and the

view thumbnails of the entire class’s computer screens to see what each

elementary school (Fountain International Magnet School) is just

student is doing make sure everyone is on task.

beginning their Spanish program with the brand new system.
The Study 1200 is a great advance for Pueblo’s schools. Before
purchasing the new system, many of the schools were using an analogue
cassette language lab, and before that, an old reel to reel system. To
call the Sanako Study 1200 Lab an upgrade would certainly be an
understatement. Students can record their voices in dialogue practice,
question and answer, and reading aloud. They can practice with each
other, their headsets functioning as telephones.
The students can be placed in groups of two or more. The recording
capability extends to these telephone practices. Students can record their
interactions with other students. Playing back these interactions is very
instructive on the one hand, but also a lot fun.
Foreign Language Lab at East High School

Each teacher’s desk has two monitors and images can be dragged

At a time when there are so many cutbacks in education, it is a credit to

between them. This allows the instructor to prepare a set of images

Pueblo City Schools that they have made this state-of-the-art technology

or lessons on one monitor, then drag them to the second monitor and

available to their teachers and students. Whereas students might not

project them using the ceiling mounted projector or transfer to the

accomplish all of the goals or live up to all of their expectations in a

students. This useful way of preparing lessons ahead of time takes

given language class, they will be given the ultimate opportunity to

advantage of the substantial amount of lesson material available on the

succeed. And the memory of having had that learning experience with

internet for language learning, including photos, videos, and websites

the best technology will stay with them for a life time.

from the countries of the target languages.
Building on the success of the Sanako Study 1200, the district has
Deborah Cody, District World Language Liaison and Department Chair

started to install its “sister” product the Study 500 in many of the

at Pueblo’s South High School says, “We feel that we’ve just scratched

general purpose computer labs throughout the district. The Study 500 is

the surface with regard to all the possibilities for language teaching

a computer classroom management and control application without all

afforded by the Sanako Study 1200 Lab. We had our first training in

the advanced audio features needed for language learning.

the spring of 2009 and a follow up training this fall. So, we’re just at
the beginning. Meanwhile, we’re continuing to be amazed about what’s
possible as we use the system daily. We especially look forward to
using the new lab to administer the Advance Placement® Exam. We
keep learning new ways to present lessons to our students and new
possibilities for group activities.”
Deborah Cody’s students already feel that the Study Lab 1200 has
helped them learn a language. “It’s a good monitoring system; it keeps
us on task,” says Meagan Bell, a student in intermediate French and her
classmate, Shayla Margison, agreed: “It gets and keeps our attention
quickly and efficiently.” These students both say they appreciate the fact
that the Study 1200 allows for individual study as well as interactivity.
Another student, Alyse DeVan put it this way: “It’s cool because the
conversation component and immediate feedback improve my language
learning quickly.” When students record their voice with an audio
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file, and play back their recording, they can hear their pronunciation
compared to the native speakers. The students can even visualize a
graph of their voices, a real graphic way to get feedback. Korey Rucker
appreciates the interactive components. “It’s fun and I love that I can
message and discuss with the teacher and other people in the class.”

For more information about SANAKO Corporation
visit: www.sanako.com
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